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Invitation For Tender of Training UNIDOR Drilling Crew 

LOCATION Juba, South Sudan 

OPENING DATE ASAP 

CLOSING DATE 31st January, 2020 
 

1. Background   
UNIDOR is a Christian-based, non-profit making and non-governmental national 
organization (NNGO) founded in 2004.   
 
UNIDOR seeks quotes for comprehensive Training Curricula and working 
materials/consumables from certified drilling company or qualified individual drilling 
trainer to conduct a basic drilling training on water borehole drilling/construction for 5 
UNIDOR Drilling Crew Members. 

2. Purpose 
The main purpose of the Drilling Trainer is to conduct a practical and theoretical basic 
training on water drilling machine for UNIDOR drilling Crew.  
 

3. Major tasks 
The drilling trainer will undertake theoretical & practical on mud and air drilling 
methods by drilling a successful borehole using a PRD Rig with following details:  

a) Drilling Rig: PRD 500T model cum rotary drilling rig with mast assembly of 3 
meters to handle 2 meters drill rods, mounted on a single axle trolley supported 
by 3 hydraulic jacks; 

b) Air Compressor: ELGI made single stage screw compressor driven by a cummins 
engine to develop 450 cubic feet per minute (CFM) (@ 150 pounds per square inch 
(PSI), Mounted on a single axle trolley and the associated accessories. 
 

4. Training Requirements  
 
4.1 Training Venue 

UNIDOR will provide training venue as this will involve theoretical and actual 
drilling of at least one (1) new borehole at UNIDOR compound in Juba as part of 
practical training. 
 

4.2 Stationary 
UNIDOR will provide the required stationaries for the drilling trainees  
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4.3 Lunch/Teas/Coffee 
UNIDOR will provide lunch/teas/coffee and snacks during the training 
sessions. 
 

4.4 Duration of training 
Prospective Drilling Firm can propose the duration based on the designed 
training curricula. 

 

5. Required qualifications and experience 
5.1 Must have previous experience of minimum 5- 10 years on drilling site. 
5.2 Must be a South Sudanese licensed drilling firm. 

 

6. Interested drilling firm is required to provide the following 
documents 
6.1 Explicit quote based on local current market trend in USD currency 
6.2 Comprehensive Training Curricula/training program and timetable 
6.3 Valid Water drilling license of the drilling of the applying drilling firm  
6.4 Training/working materials & drilling consumables – find list attached herein  
6.5 An upto-date CV of the drilling trainer  

 
The above required supporting documents shall be submitted to UNIDOR South Sudan 
office at Tongpiny Juba Nabari Residential, Kololo Road near the Catholic University of 

South Sudan or email nyak@unidorss.org not later than Thursday 31st January 2020. 
 

Only shortlisted Suppliers will be contacted for the interview.  

The selection of the winner will be conducted through a competitive bid analysis (CBA) 
by UNIDOR Tender Committee (TC).  

  

 


